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Abstract

Habitability and robustness have been noted as important quali�

ties of natural�language interfaces� In this paper we discuss how

these requirements can be met� in particular as regards the sys�

tem�s ability to support a coherent and smooth dialogue� The

discussion is based on current work on customizing a dialogue

system for three di�erent applications�

We adopt a sublanguage approach to the problem and pro�

pose a method for customization combining bottom�up use of

empirical data with a global pragmatic analysis of a given ap�

plication� Finally� we suggest three design principles that have

emerged from our work called the sublanguage principle� the

asymmetry principle and the quantity principle�

This is an extended version of a paper with the same title presented

at the Workshop on Pragmatics in Dialogue� The XIV�th

Scandinavian Conference of Linguistics and the VIII�th Conference

of Nordic and General Linguistics� G�oteborg� Sweden� August ������

�		
�
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� Introduction

Research on computational models of discourse can be motivated
from two di�erent standpoints� One approach is to develop general
models and theories that apply to all kinds of agents and situations�
The other is to develop accounts of speci�c discourse genres �Dahl
b	ack � J	onsson
 ������ It is not obvious that the two approaches
should produce similar computational theories of discourse and we
believe it is important to distinguish the two tasks from each oth
er� Moreover
 in the case of dialogues for naturallanguage interfaces
�NLIs�
 which is our prime concern in this paper
 there is not merely
the question of modelling some external linguistic reality but also an
important element of design
 linguistic as well as otherwise�

The following requirements are widely recognized as being impor
tant for NLIs�

� habitability� the user should conveniently be able to express
the commands and requests that the background system can
deal with
 without transgressing the linguistic capabilities of
the interface �Watt
 ������

� e�ciency� the NLI should not slow down the interaction with
the background system noticeably�

� robustness� the system should be able to react sensibly to all
input �cf� Hayes � Reddy
 ������

� transparency� the system�s capabilities and limitations should
be evident to the user from experience�

In this paper we discuss ways of making teletype naturallanguage
interfaces satisfy these requirements in the context of applications
which belong to the domain that Hayes and Reddy ������ call simple
service systems
 i�e� systems that �require in essence only that the
customer or client identify certain entities to the person providing
the service� these entities are parameters of the service
 and once
they are identi�ed the service can be provided� �ibid� p� ����� These
systems exhibit the kind of dialogue that Van Loo and Bego ������
term parameter dialogue�

The requirement that puts the highest demand on linguistic com
petence is the one concerning habitability� However
 habitability does
not necessarily imply that the system must understand any relevant
request� Where extended linguistic coverage comes in con�ict with
either robustness
 transparency or e�ciency
 it may be compromised
�though cf� Ogden
 ������ This tradeo� between requirements re
con�rms the need for good design� The importance of habitability

however
 suggests that a dialogue system must handle those phe
nomena that occur frequently in typed humancomputer interaction
correctly and e�ciently
 so that the user does not feel constrained
or restricted when using the interface� The tradeo� implies that the
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interface should not waste e�ort on complex computations in order to
handle irrelevant or rare phenomena� For instance
 the system need
not be able to handle features such as jokes or surprise
 when these
are not demanded by the purposes of the system�

On these grounds we have adopted a sublanguage approach �Grish
man � Kittredge
 ����� to dialogue systems of this kind� All aspects
of linguistic communication
 including interaction patterns and the
use of indexical language is assumed to depend on the application
and domain� For this reason the interface system must be designed
to facilitate customization to meet the needs of di�erent applications�
Moreover
 we must �nd methods that allow us to determine what the
needs of a given application are� Such a method
 based on Wizard of
Ozsimulations
 will be outlined below�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� The next section
brie�y describes our system and applications
 and the ways in which
the system can be customized� The following section presents ways
of meeting the requirements listed above as they apply to dialogue
behaviour� In the third and �nal section we discuss our solutions
from a more general perspective and propose three design principles
relating to the notion of sublanguage
 the quantity of information

and asymmetries between users and systems�

� The linlin model

The natural language interface linlin �Ahrenberg
 J	onsson
 � Dahlb	ack

����� J	onsson
 ����
 ����a�� is designed to facilitate customization to
various applications� Dialogue in linlin is modelled using dialogue
objects which represent speech acts and speech act sequences� The
dialogue objects are structured in terms of parameters that represent
their properties and relations� A dialogue manager
 which is the ma
jor controlling module of the system
 records instances of dialogue
objects as nodes of a dialogue tree as the interaction proceeds� The
dialogue tree constitutes the global context of the dialogue�

The dialogue objects are divided into three main classes on the
basis of structural complexity� There is one class corresponding to
the size of a dialogue and another corresponding to the size of a dis
course segment �cf� Grosz � Sidner
 ������ An initiativeresponse
�IR� structure is assumed �cf� adjacencypairs Scheglo� � Sacks

����� where an initiative opens a segment by introducing a new goal
and the response closes the segment �Dahlb	ack
 ������ The third
class corresponds to the size of a single speech act
 or dialogue move�
Thus
 a dialogue is structured in terms of discourse segments
 and a
discourse segment in terms of moves and embedded segments� Utter
ances are not analysed as dialogue objects
 but as linguistic objects
which function as vehicles of one or more moves��

�The use of three levels for the hierarchical structuring of the dialogue is moti�
vated from the analysis of the corpora� There is no claim that they are su�cient
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��� Customization

Dialogue objects have been determined for three di�erent applica
tions on the basis of a corpus of �� dialogues collected in Wizard of
Ozexperiments �cf� Dahlb	ack
 J	onsson
 � Ahrenberg
 ����� Fraser
� Gilbert
 ������ �� dialogues were used for each application� In one
application
 bildata
 the system is a database providing informa
tion on properties of secondhand cars� The other two applications
are both concerned with the travel domain� In one of them
 trav�
el�
 users can only gather information on charter trips to the Greek
Archipelago
 while in the other
 travel�
 they can also order such
a charter trip�

For the purpose of customization
 two kinds of information can
be obtained from a corpus�

� First
 it can be used as a source of phenomena which the de
signer of the natural language interface was not aware of from
the beginning
 e�g� in the travel� information system some
users unexpectedly tried to make orders in spite of the fact that
the system does not support it�

� Second
 it can be used to rule out phenomena that do not occur
in the corpus
 especially those requiring sophisticated reasoning
to be handled correctly�

Another matter is whether the corpus should serve as the only
resource for determining what to include in the system
 or whether
the corpus data needs to be augmented somehow� The �rst
 rather
extreme stand is taken by Kelley ������ who proposes a method
 the
UserDerived Interface �UDI�
 for acquiring the lexical and grammat
ical knowledge of a natural language interface in six steps� The �rst
two steps are mainly concerned with determining and implementing
essential features of the application� In the third step
 known as the
�rst Wizard of Ozstep
 the subject interacts with what they believe
is a natural language interface but which in fact is a human simulat
ing such an interface� This provides data that are used to build a �rst
version of the interface �step four�� Kelley starts without grammar
or lexicon� The rules and lexical entries are those used by the users
during the simulation� In step �ve
 Kelley improves his interface by
conducting new Wizard of Oz simulations
 this time with the inter
face running� However
 when the user�subject enters a query that
the system cannot handle
 the wizard takes over and produces an
appropriate response� The advantage is that the user�s interaction is
not interrupted and a more realistic dialogue is thus obtained� This
interaction is logged and in step six the system is updated to be able
to handle the situations where the wizard responded�

linlin is customized to a speci�c application using a process in
spired by the method of UserDerived Interfaces� However
 there is

for all types of dialogue� and even less so� to any type of discourse�
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a drawback to Kelley�s method as a very large corpus is needed for
coverage of the possible actions taken by a potential user �cf� Ogden

������

Our approach is thus less extreme� If a phenomenon is present in
the corpus then it should be included� If it is not present
 but occurs
in other studies using similar background systems and scenarios and
implementation is straightforward
 the system should be customized
to deal with it� Otherwise
 if it is not present and it would increase
the complexity of the system
 it is not included� Knowledge from
other sources is also employed �cf� Grishman
 Hirshman
 � Nhan

������ In the customization of linlin for the bildata and travel

systems
 knowledge on how the database is organised and also how
users retrieve information from databases is needed�

� Meeting requirements

In this section we discuss how the requirements listed in the intro
duction� habitability
 e�ciency
 robustness and transparency
 can be
satis�ed
 in particular as they apply to the dialogue behaviour of the
system�

��� Habitability

A dialogue object consists of parameters that specify di�erent kinds
of information� The parameters and their values can be modi�ed
for each new application
 although some parameters are likely to be
needed often� Customization of the Dialogue Manager to meet re
quirements on habitability involves two major tasks�

� De�ning focal parameters of the dialogue objects and customiz
ing heuristic principles for changing the values of these param
eters�

� Constructing a dialogue grammar for controlling the dialogue

i�e� specify parameters that determine what actions to take in
di�erent situations�

Two focal parameters
 used in all three applications
 are Objects
and Properties� They are focal in the sense that they can be in focus
over a sequence of segments� Their basic function is to represent the
information structure of a move� Objects identify
 via description
or enumeration
 a set of primary referents
 and Properties identify a
complex predicate ascribed to this set �cf� Ahrenberg
 ������

Two principles for maintaining the focus structure are utilized�
A general heuristic principle is that everything not changed in an
utterance is copied from one IRnode in the dialogue tree to the newly
created IRnode� Another principle is that the value for Objects will
be updated with the value from the module accessing the database

if provided�
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Primary parameters for de�ning the dialogue grammar are Type
and Topic� Type represents the illocutionary force of a move� Hayes
and Reddy �����
 p ���� identify two subgoals in simple service
systems� �� �specify a parameter to the system� and �� �obtain the
speci�cation of a parameter�� Initiatives are categorized accordingly
as being of two di�erent types �� update
 U
 where users provide
information to the system and �� question
 Q
 where users obtain
information from the system� Responses are categorized as answer

A
 for database answers from the system or answers to clari�cation
requests� Other Type categories are Greeting
 Farewell and Discourse
Continuation �DC� �Dahlb	ack
 ������ The latter type is used for
system utterances that signal to the user that it is her turn�

Topic describes which knowledge source to consult� In our database
applications three di�erent topics are used� the background system
for solving a task �T�
 the database model for queries about system
properties
 �S� and
 �nally
 the dialogue tree for clari�cations relating
to the interpretation of moves �D��

A number of other parameters describing speaker
 hearer
 utter
ance content and so on
 are also used� Although they provide ad
ditional information for the dialogue manager
 the structure of the
dialogue is largely captured through the parameters Type and Topic�

����� The focus structure

In the bildata application
 taskrelated questions are about cars�
Thus
 the Objects parameter holds descriptions of
 or explicit lists of
cars while the Properties parameter
 holds a set of car properties� In
the travel systems
 on the other hand
 users switch their attention
between objects of di�erent kinds� hotels
 resorts and trips� This
requires a more complex behaviour of the Objects parameter and the
use of domain knowledge for focus tracking �J	onsson
 ����b��

The general focusing principles need to be slightly modi�ed to
apply to the bildata and travel applications� For the bildata

application the heuristic principles apply well to the Objects param
eter� An intensionally speci�ed object description provided in a user
initiative will be replaced by the extensional speci�cation provided
by the module accessing the database� For the travel applications
the principles for providing information to the Objects parameter are
modi�ed to allow hotels to be added if the resort remains the same�

For the bildata application the heuristic principles for the Prop
erties parameter need to be modi�ed� The modi�cation is that if the
user does not add new cars to Objects
 then the attributes provided
in the new user initiative are added to the old set of attributes� This
is based on the observation that users often start with a rather large
set of cars and compare them by gradually adding restrictions �cf�
Kaplan
 �����
 for instance using utterances like Remove all small�

sized cars� We call such responses cumulative as they summarize all
information obtained in a sequence of questions� For the travel
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Statistics on focusing heuristics

bildata travel� travel�

Fully speci�ed initiatives ��� ��� ���

Initiatives requiring local context ��� ��� ���

Initiatives requiring global context �� �� ��

Table �� Userinitiatives classi�ed according to contextdependence�

applications the copy principle holds without exception�
The results from the customizations showed that the heuristic

principles worked well
 minimizing the need to search the global con
text for referents of indexical constructions� See Table ��

In the travel� system there is one more object� the order form�
A holiday trip is not fully de�ned by specifying a hotel at a resort� It
also requires information concerning the actual trip� length of stay

departure date and so on� The order form is �lled with user informa
tion during a system controlled phase of the dialogue�

����� The dialogue structure

The dialogue structure parameters Type and Topic also require cus
tomization� In the bildata system the users never update the database
with new information
 but in the travel� system where ordering is
allowed the users update the order form� Here another Type is need
ed
 CONF
 which is used to close an ordering session by summarizing
the order and implicitly prompt for con�rmation� For the ordering
phase the Topic parameter O for order is added
 which means that
the utterance a�ects the order form�

The resulting grammars from the customizations of all systems are
quite simple� The most common segment consists of a taskrelated
initiative followed by an answer from the database
 QT�AT

�
 some
times with an embedded clari�cation sequence
 QD�AD� In bildata

��� of the initiatives start segments of this type� For travel ��� of
the initiatives in the nonordering dialogues and ��� of the ordering
dialogues are of this type� Other task related initiatives result in a
response providing system information
 QT�AS
 or a response stating
that the intitiative was too vague
 QT�AD� There are also a number
of explicit calls for system information
 QS�AS� See Table � for a
summary of the statistics on dialogue structure�

In the work by Kelley on lexical and grammatical acquisition
 the
customization process was saturated after a certain number of dia
logues� The results presented here indicate that this is the case also

�For brevity� when presenting the dialogue grammar� the Topic of a move is
indicated as a subscript to the Type� Labels of IR�segments have the form of a
pair of move labels separated by a slash ����
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Statistics on dialogue structure

bildata travel� travel�

Number of rules �� �� ��

QT�AT ��� ��� ���

QD�AD ��� �� ��

QS�AS �� �� ��

QT�AD �� �� ��

QT�AS �� �� ��

Ordering rules  �� ���

Others
 e�g� greetings
 farewells �� �� ��

Table �� Types of dialogue segments and their relative frequency in
three di�erent applications�

for the dialogue structure of our applications� From a rather limit
ed number of dialogues
 a context free grammar can be constructed
which
 with a few generalizations
 will cover the interaction patterns
occurring in the actual application �J	onsson
 ����a��

The IRsequences found in the analysis of dialogue structure have
a natural explanation if we consider the purpose of the system� Al
though the dialogue objects do not represent information on user�s
goals
 it turns out that the user utterances can be classi�ed into a
few classes in goalrelated terms� The segments can basically be di
vided into four classes
 taking the user�s initiative as the basis for the
classi�cation� �i� �proper� information requests that are satis�ed by
an answer with information from the database
 �ii� successful queries
about system properties
 �iii� successful moves satisfying subordinate
goals
 such as greetings or discourse continuations� �iv� initiatives
that transgress the system�s knowledge and which require robust er
ror handling�

Note that we can view the taxonomy as a preference order� There
is a basic division between the simple
 normal segment �QT�AT with
two moves� and the other segments
 which in one way or another
indicates that we have left the normal smooth interaction
 and do
something subordinate to the main purpose� From the point of view
of e�ciency the interaction is optimal when it consists of a sequence
of QT�ATsegments� If the user resorts to a QS
 there is something
about the system that she isn�t aware of
 but which he could be aware
of� The third type is also of a subordinate
 instrumental charac
ter
 but really unnecessary for an experienced user� Uninterpretable
moves are obviously the least preferred ones�
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��� Optimal responses in normal mode

If the system determines that a certain user initiative is a complete
and successful QT
 the only remaining task is to derive an appropriate
SQLquery and respond with the tuples that are returned from the
database� One problem that the system can encounter in this process
is ambiguity� a certain word or expression may be translated to the
query language in more than one way� For instance
 in the bildata
database there is information on acceleration and top speed
 so it
is not clear what a user has in mind if he asks whether a certain
car make is fast �Sw� snabb�
 or requests to see a list of fast cars�
Similarly
 the adjective rymlig �Eng� spacious� may pertain to the
booth or the space inside the car� In this case
 one option is to
enter into a clari�cation subdialog� However
 this takes time and
it may be more swift to provide information on all aspects that are
potentially relevant� The user may easily ignore information
 if he is
not interested�

A similar strategy is used if a question is about the same set
of cars as a previous question �cf� ������� Then the information
requested in the second question is added to that of the �rst� Some
subjects actually mentioned this as a good feature of the system in
their comments
 as it facilitates comparisons and evaluations to have
all relevant information in a single table�

In both of these cases the system provides more information to
the user than she has actually asked for� Some other cases where this
happens are described in the following section�

��� Communication of meta�knowledge

As regards the second type of user initiative
 the system queries
 there
is �rst the problem of distinguishing them from the taskoriented
queries� Descriptively
 these queries have a di�erent topic� The topic
is recognized from the major constituents of the query
 in particular
main verbs and their complements�

Frequently the user starts a session by asking a question such as
Vilka bilar �nns �What makes are there�� or Finns det priser p�a

b�ade nya och begagnade bilar �Can you provide prices on both new
and secondhand cars�� These questions are currently all answered
by a prestored message giving a brief description of the contents of
the database� This text usually gives more information than the user
has asked for
 and
 as with the second example above
 provides an
answer only implicitly� However
 it would easily be possible to make
the responses more �negrained given a su�cient empirical basis� An
other option would be to display this text in a separate window on
the screen so that the question need not arise as part of the dialogue�

The most common type of system query in the corpus concerns
how information should be interpreted
 e�g� F�orklara si�rorna f�or

rostben�agenhet� �Explain the numbers indicating susceptibility to
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rust�� These are recognized on the basis of the occurrence of a predi
cate that indicates that the interpretation of a certain value
 or type
of value
 is at stake� The answers are then not obtained from the bil�
data database
 but from a special �le forming a part of the database
model� Thus
 there is one text informing on how rust is evaluated
and what the various numbers in the rust column means
 which is
used as a response to all questions of type S relating to rust� It should
be noted that the strategy of answering system queries by prestored
standard answers has the e�ect that the analysis of a system question
need not be as detailed as the analysis of a taskoriented question

thus contributing to e�ciency�

��� Robustness

Although the model o�ers a general way to support robustness
 i�e�
that of engaging in a clari�cation subdialogue
 this way is not always
the best one� Many problems cannot be diagnosed correctly by the
system
 and other problems
 such as misspellings
 can be regarded as
too small to warrant a clari�cation subdialog� Moreover
 the model
is restricted to information signalled verbally as part of a NLdialog�
But the system may communicate with the user by other means
 e�g�
in another window �popup window� or by nonverbal signals in the
dialogue window� The purpose of this extra channel would be to give
instructions and hints that enable the user to stay within the bounds
of what the system allows with as little disturbance and time loss
as possible� That is
 it can be argued that it is preferable to solve
problems by giving signals to the user that he need not respond to
verbally
 only interpret�

Below we discuss several types of transgressions that the user can
make and discuss means to handle them� They relate to the lexicon

the sentence grammar
 the dialogue grammar and the domain model

respectively�

It is common that the user enters a word that has no analysis in
the lexicon� Considering the requirements on e�ciency it is impor
tant that the transgression is detected as soon as possible� If lexical
processing does not start until the user enters a carriage return
 a lot
of time may be wasted� The best one can achieve in this regard is
to detect the mistake as soon as the user has pressed a character key
that results in a substring with no continuation in the lexicon� As our
current lexicon does not support error detection at this level
 we go
for the second best alternative
 i�e� to detect errors when a word sep
arator has been encountered� The error is presently signalled to the
user by changing the font of the echoed input� There is no diagnosis
performed by the system� this is a task given over to the user on the
assumption that he knows better than the system what could be the
trouble�� We believe that a nonverbal signal is more adequate than

�Of course� this need not always be the case and we are currently looking into
robust parsing techniques to support diagnosis and recovery �Ingels� 	

��� How�
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a verbal message� The important thing is to make the user aware of
the lexical transgression while he is still engaged in writing�

Grammatical transgressions are handled similarly to lexical trans
gressions paying due regard to early detection� How soon you can
detect a grammatical error depends on the parsing technique you
use� To increase e�ciency we are using a lefttoright
 incremental
chartparser
 which means that parsing starts as soon as the user en
ters some input �Wir�en
 ����� Wir�en � R	onnquist
 ������ The time
interval between the user�s pressing the carriage return key and the
moment when parsing is �nished is thus reduced noticeably� For an
input to receive a grammatical analysis it is necessary that every word
of the input receives an analysis as part of some phrase
 possibly as
a direct descendant of the category spanning the whole input� Thus

if a word is entered that cannot combine with active edges to its left

nor yield a phrase that can combine with those edges �topdown �l
tering is used�
 then the system knows that no complete parse can be
obtained� Thus
 many grammatical transgressions can be detected
fairly quickly� Currently there is no diagnosis but the transgression
is signalled to the user as soon as it is detected by inverting the
dialogue window� This shows the user that the input cannot be in
terpreted
 although it does not tell him what is at fault� We are
contemplating giving information of the following kinds� information
about expressions that could follow strings that are left unextended
at the relevant vertex
 and lists of example sentences that are some
how similar to what the user has written
 e�g� that contain the same
initial words�

Dialogue grammar transgressions occur when the user enters some
thing which the system can only interpret as a move which is out of
place� For example
 the user may interpret a system message as a
question and enter �Yes�
 while the system intended it as a discourse
continuation and expected a question� The transgression is detected
when the dialogue manager tries to connect the user move with the
current dialogue tree� It is signalled to the user by an explicit error
message
 which entails a super�cial analysis of the error and brings
recovery with it� The system takes no notice of the error
 however

and does not enter the segment in the dialogue tree� This means that
the segment is treated as if it had never occurred for the purpose of
focus tracking and expectations
 i�e� in the same fashion as a lexical
or grammatical transgression� The dialogue continues in the same
state as before the transgressive move�

Another type of transgression is when the user requests informa
tion that is not in the database
 although the user seems to believe
so� Some examples in the bildata domain concern the colour of cars

or variation in the number of doors� This type of error is detected by
using information in the database model
 which also should represent

ever� under current circumstances� the user is better equipped to handle lexical
transgressions�
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common knowledge of the domain e�g� properties of cars that people
like to inquire about� These properties can be added to the database
model as they are discovered and be marked there as not correspond
ing to anything in the database� Thus
 these transgressions are easily
detected and diagnosed� The response is an AS move and is taken to
be part of the dialogue
 as the user is likely to refer to objects and
properties mentioned in his request afterwards�

A question may refer to a set of properties
 or to several objects

only one of which is not in the database� The general strategy is then
to �lter out those properties and objects that there is no information
on
 but supply an answer for those that are correct� In addition
to the retrieved table
 an error message is included informing about
the transgression� This is in line with the preference ordering of IR
segments� we prefer database information to be exchanged as much
as possible�

� A set of principles for design

In this section we ask whether the solutions to the speci�c problems
that we have discussed
 conform to some general design principles� In
deed
 we believe that they do� However
 allowing users to participate
in a coherent dialogue does not in itself guarantee that the require
ments discussed above on habitability
 robustness
 transparency and
e�ciency are properly addressed� To do this we need to consider the
overall design of the system�

��� The Sublanguage Principle

The language used in an interface dialogue is a�ected by several fac
tors
 e�g� that one participant is a human and the other a computer
system
 that the human partner is involved in a speci�c �work� task
and that this task is related to a particular knowledge domain�

With reference to the wellknown work on sublanguages �cf� Grish
man � Kittredge
 ����� we refer to this guideline as The Sublan�

guage Principle� Restrict and adapt the linguistic and general knowl	
edge of the system to that which is needed to support the users
 tasks�

Apart from the general conclusion that we have a more restrict
ed development task to cope with than full NLunderstanding and
interaction
 we also see it as a virtue to restrict the linguistic and con
ceptual knowledge of the system to that which is needed for the task
at hand
 since the interpretations that the system makes of the user�s
utterances can be fewer �less ambiguity� and more speci�c �domain
speci�c meanings and categorizations can be used��

The Sublanguage Principle raises the question of what the nec
essary requirements are� All aspects of linguistic communication

including interaction patterns and the use of indexical language are
assumed to depend on the application and domain� For this rea
son the interface system must be designed to facilitate customization
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to meet the needs of di�erent applications� Moreover
 we must �nd
methods that allow us to determine what the needs of a given ap
plication are� Such a method
 is the Wizard of Ozsimulations� Our
results so far indicate that for simple service systems the answers can
be obtained with reasonable e�ort �J	onsson
 ����a��

We also take The Sublanguage Principle to imply that the seman
tics of the language used is jointly provided by the background system
and the dialogue acts that are meaningful to perform in the context
of the application� Di�erent applications put di�erent demands on
the dialogue acts� For instance
 the travel� application needs to
handle orders
 which normally is not required of applications where
ordering is not allowed� However
 the simulated dialogues showed
that some users in the travel� application also tried to place an
order
 although the background system did not support that� Conse
quently
 the interface needed to be equipped with mechanisms for �i�
recognizing orders
 and �ii� explaining the limits of this application to
the subjects as a response� Thus
 customization and empirical inves
tigations are necessary to make The Sublanguage Principle support
habitability in practice�

Similarly
 the requirements on focus structure can vary from one
application to another� In the cars dialogues we have found that
virtually all ellided plural NPs and plural third person pronouns and
demonstratives such as them and those refer to a set of cars focused
in the previous segment� This is a fact that we have exploited in the
interpreter of the cars system�

��� The Asymmetry Principle

An obvious
 but nevertheless important observation on NLIs and cur
rent NLP technology
 is that the user and system have di�erent abil
ities and knowledge� We note especially the following interesting
asymmetries between the two participants of a NLI dialogue �c�f�
Dahlb	ack
 ����� Dahlb	ack � H	agglund
 ����� J	onsson � Dahlb	ack

������

� The user reads and understands natural language at good speed�
moreover she is able to select information on the basis of rele
vance� In contrast
 understanding is a hard task for the com
puter
 not to talk about the task of distinguishing important
from irrelevant information�

� The user is often slow at writing on the terminal� In contrast

the interface can display a lot of information on the screen in
virtually no time at all�

� The system�s knowledge of the standard language and its com
mon sense knowledge of the world is only partial
 while the
user�s knowledge is much richer� This would be true as far as
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language is concerned
 even if we did not adhere to the sub
language principle� Moreover
 it is di�cult to make the system
adapt to users with di�erent linguistic and knowledge skills

while users generally have this capacity to adapt to the compe
tence of others�

The guideline that can be derived from these observations is sim
ply that you should look for solutions that takes the strong and weak
points of the two sides into consideration� More formally stated
 we
have The Asymmetry Principle� Design the interface in a way that
exploits the relative strengths and circumvents the relative weaknesses
of the two participants�

This principle must be used with some care
 of course
 and we
must recognize that technical developments may make NLIs more
powerful than they are today� For the present we generally want to
minimize the inference tasks that the system has to cope with
 such
as diagnosing users� errors
 inferring accurate representations of the
user�s goals and beliefs
 instead relying on simpler means that clearly
reveal the capabilities and limitations of the system
 e�g� by providing
examples of what the system can understand or by displaying help
messages�

Another important consequence of this principle is that if there
is a choice
 prefer solutions that make the user learn from system
contributions to solutions that require the system to learn from the
user�s contributions�

Answers are prestored and retrieved on the basis of the semantic
representation of the query� The answer usually gives more informa
tion than the user has asked for �c�f� The Quantity Principle below��
Another option would be to display this information in a separate
window on the screen so that the question need not arise as part of
the dialogue�

As previously mentioned
 the most common type of query relating
to system properties in the corpus concerns how displayed informa
tion should be interpreted
 e�g��

User Explain the numbers indicating susceptibility to rust�

System The evaluation of rust susceptibility is based on

information given by car owners as regards the corrosion

of their cars� The ranking has been based on the following

classes�

�� Much worse than the average car�
�� Worse than the average car�


� Average

�� Better than the average car�

�� Much better than the average car�

The prestored messages presented from the system are often more
complicated than one would expect that the parsing modules are able
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to interpret� The design recommendations for natural language inter
faces presented by �Ogden
 ����� suggest that the feedback provided
by the system must be allowable as input expressions as there are
studies showing that users often echo the form of the feedback �cf�
ZoltanFord
 ����
 ������ However
 the system performs a di�erent
communicative act when informing the user about properties of the
system than when paraphrasing a user question
 a kind of act that
the user herself never performs� Consequently
 users do not try to
mimic the system�s rather verbose messages explaining properties of
the system when retrieving information from the background system�
This observation is not only true for this kind of system messages
 but
seem to generalize to other kinds of prestored answers that stylis
tically deviates from the rest of the dialogue� We have for instance
found that the users of the travel systems treat the long stretches
of canned text with travel agency resort information di�erently from
other system utterances
 by rarely referring to contents of parts of
the text using pronouns or other indexical expressions� They are
 in
a sense
 encapsulated within the dialogue �Dahlb	ack
 ������

Another application of The Asymmetry Principle is the use of
system initiatives to support e�ciency� If the system does not only
respond to users� inputs
 but also occasionally takes the initiative
 the
interaction can be brought to an end quicker� Also
 the interpretation
of user utterances becomes simpler� Although users respond to a
system initiative using a sentence fragment
 for instance if the system
asks How long do you want to stay a typical user answer could be
the fragment Two weeks� The interpretation of such a fragment is
computationally easy to handle as the system knows what type of
user input to expect� System initiatives also supports transparency
as it tells the user what information is considered important in a
particular application�

System responses and initiatives need not be restricted to the
verbal channel� The system may communicate with the user by other
means
 e�g� in another window �popup window� or by nonverbal
signals in the dialogue window� For example
 in the cars system

misspellings are signaled to the user by echoing input in a di�erent
font than normally� Generally speaking
 the purpose of the extra
channel is to give instructions and hints that enable the user to stay
within the bounds of what the system allows with as little disturbance
and time loss as possible� That is
 it can be argued that it is preferable
to solve problems by giving signals to the user that he need not
respond to verbally
 only interpret�

The asymmetry principle also implies that the way of expressing
messages need not be the same for both participants� Answering a
query with tables instead of with written text is simple to achieve
for a computer
 and is often preferred to a textual description of the
contents of the table� The users of our carssystem
 where such an
interaction was used
 gave a very positive evaluation of this way of
presenting the information
 presumably since it is easier to read
 and
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makes the decision of the user
 e�g� selecting the optimal solution
based on the integration of the values on a number of parameters

simpler�

��� The Quantity Principle

A frequent interpretation problem in naturallanguage interfaces is
ambiguity� a certain word or expression may be translated to the
query language in more than one way� For instance
 in the cars

database there is information on acceleration and top speed
 so it
is not clear what a user has in mind if she asks whether a certain
car make is fast
 or requests to see a list of fast cars� Similarly

the adjective spacious may pertain to the booth or the space inside
the car� In this case
 one option is to enter into a clari�cation sub
dialog� However
 this takes time and it may be more swift to provide
information on all aspects that are potentially relevant� The user
may easily ignore information
 if she is not interested�

A similar strategy is used if a question is about the same set of cars
as a previous question� Then the information requested in the second
question is added to that of the �rst� Although this obviously deviates
from how a question is normally answered in a human conversation

some subjects actually mentioned this as a good feature of the system
in their comments
 as it facilitates comparisons and evaluations to
have all relevant information in a single table
 instead of having to
integrate information from two displays
 or having to memorize the
contents of the previous answer�

These particular solutions are motivated by another design prin
ciple
 which we term The Quantity Principle� The system may
give more information to the user than has actually been requested pro	
vided it is potentially relevant and does not overload the user� Another
case where the principle was applied was in the design of answers to
queries about system properties
 as illustrated in the previous section�
The principle can be motivated from what we know about the aver
age user� she has the ability to select �within limits
 of course� what
is relevant for her� The situation is similar to the one for information
in tabular form
 selection does not require excessive reading�

The Quantity Principle generally increases speed and supports
robustness
 while there may be a con�ict with transparency
 if the
principle is not applied with care� But
 as mentioned previously
 users
seem to be able to distinguish between di�erent kinds of system ut
terances
 and do not expect the system to accept as input everything
it produces as output� We also note that it seemingly contradicts
Grice�s �Grice
 ����� second maxim of quantity� �Do not make your
contribution more informative than is required�� But then
 Grice
did not have humancomputer dialogue in mind when he stated it

and
 in fact
 suggested that it could be subordinated to the maxim
of relevance�

The intelligent help system genie �Wolz
 ����� is another exam
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ple where strategies are used that conform to The Quantity Princi
ple� genie analyses user goals to produce not only accurate answers
to a user query
 but also to introduce new information related to
the answer
 for instance
 to the query How can I send a message to

someone the system does not only answer with information on how
to send email to one person but also adds Also� you can send mail

to a group� To specify a group� separate the addresses with commas�

�ibid� p� ����

� Generalization to other kinds of interfaces�

All the examples in the paper have been taken from one kind of
interface and two kinds of system
 teletype NLIs in conjunction with
DB information retrieval or information retrieval and ordering� The
obvious question is to what extent the suggested principles apply to
other kinds of manmachine interaction�

Looking �rst at other kinds of systems using typed interaction
 we
believe that the principles apply here too
 though their realization will
take di�erent forms� The interface for the sherlock tutoring sys
tem �Lemaire � Moore
 ����� provides an illustration of this� They
found in their analysis of human studenttutor interactions that tu
tors frequently refer to what they have said in a previous explanation�
Another observation was that students frequently ask questions that
refer to the tutor�s previous explanations
 mainly to request compar
isons between the current and previous situation� Deciding not to
mimic the humanhuman interaction
 but instead exploit the unique
attributes of the computer to make use of the dialogue history
 the
system cannot only refer to previous explanations but allow the user
to visualize what has been said� We take this as an excellent appli
cation of The Asymmetry Principle in a domain di�erent from ours�

Concerning spoken instead of written interaction
 we believe that
The Sublanguage Principle and The Asymmetry Principle are as valid
for speech interfaces as they are for teletype interfaces� However
 for
speech output The Quantity Principle cannot be applied
 for the sim
ple reason that the user cannot receive and �lter information with the
same ease in the auditory channel as in the visual channel� However

when the screen is used to output text or graphics to the user
 the
principle applies with the same force�

Multimodal interfaces provide means to utilize the Asymme
try and Quantity principles further
 for instance using popup win
dows to communicate system information and hints
 spoken output
of error messages
 text or graphics output combined with speech in
put etc� Examples of systems which use a variety of modalities for
both interpretation and generation include AlFresco �Stock
 �����

XTRA �Wahlster
 �����
 Voyager �Zue
 ����� and cubricon �Neal
� Shapiro
 ������

The main di�erence between these multimodal systems and con
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ventional natural language interfaces is their ability to use a com
bination of input and output modalities such as speech
 graphics

pointing and video output� Thus
 more advanced interpretation and
generation modules are required and principles for determining which
media to utilize are needed �Arens
 Hovy
 � Vossers
 ������

However
 the dialogue and focus structures need not necessarily
be more complicated� For instance
 Voyager successfully utilizes the
local context approach presented here �Sene�
 ������ Bilange ������
presents a dialogue grammar for dialogue management for telephone
interaction with an information retrieval application� Sitter and Stein
������ present a model based on possible sequences of dialogue acts
which are modeled in a transition network� In Stein and Maier ������

Stein and Thiel ������ that model is extended to handle multimodal
interaction as utilized in the MERIT system �Stein
 Thiel
 � Ti en

������ Traum and Hinkelman ������ present a �nite state machine
for recognizing discourse units� units comprising more than a single
utterance but which conveys one mutually understood intent� The
conversation acts proposed by Traum and Hinkelman ������ cover
discourse obligations and are to be used in conjunction with beliefs
and desires �cf� Traum � Allen
 ����� in a taskoriented spoken
dialogue system� Another system is the Vehicle Navigation System
�Novick � Sutton
 ����� where users can receive driving directions a
step at a time by cellular telephone� This type of interaction requires
a system capable of recognizing various acknowledgment acts and
determining their applicability� A grammar based model for this is
de�ned where exchanges are interpreted in terms of speech acts�

Thus
 it seems that for simple service systems
 the dialogue model
presented here will be su�cient� However
 for taskoriented dialogues

where the user�s task directs the dialogue �Loo � Bego
 �����
 a model
of this and the user�s goals need to be consulted in order to provide
userfriendly interaction �cf� Burger � Marshall
 ������ This does
not imply the necessity of a sophisticated model based on the user�s
intentions� A hierarchical structure of plans based on the various
tasks possible to carry out in the domain might do just as well �cf�
Wahlster
 Andr�e
 Finkler
 Pro�tlich
 � Th
 ������

� Conclusion

The proposed method of customization and the design principles
should be regarded as tentative as no real users have actually put
their hands on our system� Yet
 taken together
 the pragmatic ob
servations on NLIs and the data from NLI dialogues that we have
analysed suggest to us that many features
 e�g� user models and gen
eral text inference components
 that have been argued are important
for good functionality of NLIs are not generally required for simple
service applications� Instead our principles take us in another direc
tion� Rather than modelling the user we prefer the system to present



��

a good model of itself �The Asymmetry Principle� and rather than in
ferring interpretations we rely on applicationspeci�c meanings �The
Sublanguage Principle�� To put it in a sloganlike phrase� if there is
a choice
 prefer global pragmatics at design time to local pragmatics
at runtime�
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